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Recent trends suggest that a number of patient problems that were once thought to be purely
orthopaedic in nature are, in fact, problems of a neural or non-orthopaedic etiology. Unfortunately,
what passes as “motor control” in orthopaedic circles is sometimes outdated, incomplete, or “gym
science” jargon that is not supported in research. History became legend. Legend became myth. And
some things that should not have been forgotten were lost. Clinical progress is held back when
orthopaedic and neurologic PTs have asymmetric understandings of sensorimotor control. This
presentation will provide a succinct modern update of select broad concepts in motor control. Topics
include: effects of motivational influences and autonomy on motor learning; senses of effort and force;
movement as a self-organizing and emergent property; “good” versus “bad” variability in movement;
antifragility; multifractality; the role of reflexes in voluntary movement; and a survey of misconceptions
in sensory processing and therapeutic exercise.
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